B/49701-PR/AG/ECHS/2019

Air HQ PD (DAV)
PD (Navy)
All Comd HQ’s (A/ECHS)
All Regional Centres, ECHS

DRAWAL OF FMA BY ECHS MEMBERS

1. It has come to light that many veterans are drawing FMA and also availing ECHS card facilities in contravention against Govt orders. This practice is to cease forthwith. Strict action will be taken against defaulters.

2. Regional Centres ECHS/Stn HQs/Polyclinics are requested to ensure cards of defaulters to be blocked till receipt of stoppage of FMA from bank.

Copy to :-


Ravindra Pathak (raviwarsha@gmail.com) - for information write your Email dated 06 Jun 2019.
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